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Season 38, Episode 156
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08.07.01 - Tuesday



Preview:Stefan and Chloe kiss passionately.
Recap:With the help of his inner conscience, Luke feigned a seduction of Helena. He tried to get answers about where she had Lucky stashed and she told him that she would tell him for a kiss. As his inner voice told him to, Luke wrapped Helena's scarf around her neck and pulled tightly as he kissed her. Helena was lost in this strange passion when Stavros stormed in and chastised his mother for giving in to her base urges. Telling him that he was being tedious, Helena allowed him a moment alone with Luke to get answers about Nikolas. Stavros questioned Luke about Nikolas's intention to rejoin the Cassadine clan. He believed that Nikolas was trying to trick them and wanted Luke to confirm. Though a poisoned Luke almost gave the game away, his inner voice managed to break through enough to throw Stavros off the track. Lucky was stunned to see that Liz was his kidnapper. In order to keep him safe from Helena, Liz had asked Sonny's men to have Lu
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
7 August 2001, 00:00
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